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The fastest and most flexible EHR available, giving 
users technology that supports and enhances clinical 
care and allows doctors to focus on their patients.

Aprima Electronic 
Health Record

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Aprima offers a uniquely fast, flexible, and powerful EHR 
designed to complement and simplify your workflow, not hinder it. 
Developed to work the way you do, the Aprima EHR frees you from 
the constraints of templates with an intuitive, free-flowing interface 
designed to follow the flow of a patient visit. 

SETTING THE BENCHMARK FOR EASE-OF-USE, SPEED & FLEXIBILITY.

Aprima EHR follows you, instead of making you follow it. Chart your notes by 
chief complaints, problems, or previous visits for fast, intuitive documentation.

Adaptive Learning machine learning means that as you work, the Aprima EHR 
technology learns your style without special programming required.

Intelligent Navigation seems to read your mind, as the system presents 
clinically relevant findings based on presenting symptoms, diagnosis code, 
and your preferred treatments.

A single application, built on a single database, the Aprima EHR and Practice 
Management (PM) systems are fully integrated.

No network connection? No problem. Our unique Anytime, Anywhere 
Replication technology lets you work anywhere, anytime, with or without a 
connection. Hospital? Patient’s home? Nursing home? Your home? Wherever 
you are, you can work just as you would in the office; then the system 
automatically synchronizes information when connectivity is restored.

Goes where you go. Specifically designed to take advantage of tablet 
hardware, our Anytime, Anywhere Access technology, including the Aprima
Mobile smartphone app, makes the most of touchscreens, smaller tablets, and 
even mobile phones. 

“The high level of 
efficiency we’re 
experiencing with 
the Aprima system is a 
tremendous result – and 
exactly what I was 
hoping to achieve with 
an EHR.”
DR. LINDSAY ACKERMAN 
MEDICAL DERMATOLOGY SPECIALISTS*

BACK-TO-BACK SEGMENT WINNER

Small Practice 
Ambulatory EMR/PM
10 or Fewer Physicians
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About eMDs

eMDs combines leading 
technologies with tailored services to 
remove operational burden and 
empower healthcare providers to 
maximize the impact of their care. 
Founded by physicians, eMDs brings 
decades of expertise and 
understanding to our integrated 
electronic health records products, 
practice management software, 
revenue cycle management 
solutions, and credentialing services 
for medical practices and 
enterprises. With tens of thousands 
of deployed clients across a range of 
specialties and settings, eMDs
extensive experience allows us to 
craft proven, transformative, 
solutions that meet the unique 
needs of healthcare organizations, 
enabling unmatched productivity 
and a superior experience for 
patients and practitioners alike.

Expert Solutions.
Stronger Partners.
Healthier Patients.

Product Overview

TAKE CARE OF PATIENTS WHEREVER LIFE TAKES YOU!

Why choose Aprima EHR?

▸ Built-in (and expandable) knowledge base covering 70+ specialties

▸ Integrated patient portal for faster new-patient registration, scheduling, and
patient communications; the portal is developed by Aprima - not a third party
plug-in - so you have greater control over the content

▸ Fast implementation: easy to install, easy to learn, easy to customize

▸ With a track record of success in meeting every government certification since
2006, to-date Aprima providers have received millions of dollars of stimulus
payments

▸ Included MACRA functionality gives practices the flexibility to participate in
MIPS or APM

▸ Technology options to suit your practice – choose traditional client/server
installation or the ASP/SaaS hosted model

▸ Part of the complete Aprima system, including PM and Revenue Cycle
Management (RCM) solutions that can help your financial performance be as
good as your medical care

▸ Aprima Financing offers you one-stop shopping for all your software, support
and technology financing needs

FIND THE PEACE OF MIND YOU’VE BEEN LOOKING FOR.
Join the thousands of Aprima users who are benefiting from:

Improved Quality of Care

▸ Health Maintenance tracking provides timely follow up

▸ Electronic Orders and Results help ensure nothing is missed

▸ eRx and Drug Interaction help avoid negative interactions

Improved Patient Satisfaction

▸ Tools such as data trending improve patient understanding and satisfaction

▸ Better access to chart data and test results helps improve communication

▸ Patient Portal offers patients convenient access to their medical information

Improved Quality of Life

▸ Improved workflow and efficiency reduce your daily stress

▸ More efficient charting creates more time for your patients and your family

▸ Anytime, Anywhere Access gives you the flexibility to leave the clinic but stay
connected and productive

Improved Bottom Line

▸ More accurate coding, reduced rejections, and better billing and collections
lead to higher reimbursements

▸ Reduced expenses generate higher net profits

▸ Many providers choose to see more patients with the time saved each day

*Customer received compensation as a referral and was
told in advance that they would be featured in an 
advertisement.




